
#

48

Captain

No

Height Weight 40 YD 10 YD Arm Hand Vert 3 Cone SS Broad Bench

6001 213 4.62 1.69 32 7/8 9 1/2 36.5 7.51 4.6 123" 24

Displays solid pre-snap processing of fronts and adjustments to communicate checks in the front and help align

players. Displayed good processing to read keys and recognize both Outside and Inside Zone runs, with solid
foot speed to work to assignment. Good timing and technique fitting Zone concepts, pursuing under control

while working to responsibility and reducing the field for lineman to climb. Took very good pursuit angles on

Outside Zone runs, with good decision making on whether to flow overtop or underneath while maintaining

leverage. Demonstrated good consistency of gap maintenance on Zone concepts, with very good hand usage and

block deconstruction both in space and a phone booth. Combined length, good upper body power and rare
instinctual awareness of bodies in traffic, to key ballcarrier while engaging and shedding blockers, or avoiding

them entirely working toward tackle. Showcased good timing as blitzer from the second level to allow games to

engage, with solid awareness of scheme to attack protection and knife through open gaps to work to QB
unimpeded. 

NEGATIVES IN PASS GAME

Adequate blitzer in 1 on 1 situations, without toolbox to beat blockers and marginal lower body power to

generate displacement after landing hands. In Zone coverage, obtained adequate depth on drop, with marginal

instincts to effect intermediate throws with any consistency. Possesses adequate feel for route combinations to
overlap zones and squeeze windows working laterally. Keyed entirely off QB eyes, with adequate COD allowing

manipulation to open throwing lanes. Displayed adequate feel for Zone spacing or awareness to adjust drop

based on motions or flow from the backfield. Adequate Man coverage defender on COD routes, with adequate

COD to mirror TE’s or RB, forcing recovery with adequate recovery speed to work back into phase.

Demonstrated adequate manual dexterity after locating the ball to make plays independent of receiver.
Marginal lower body power to drive legs through contact moving laterally and stop forward momentum when

attempting to make tackle in space. 

NEGATIVES IN RUN GAME

Marginal recognition and reaction to Gap schemes when either play side or back side, failing to flow with pullers

and failing to reach gap on time. Marginal processing of RPO looks with adequate decision making as conflict

defender to squeeze either option effectively. Displayed inconsistent pursuit motor and apparent stamina issue,

pulling up in the middle of a play, or failing to give effort at all independent of game situation. 

BACKGROUND

4th year ILB who has started 32 out of 57 games and 6 of the 14 he played in in 2019. He 

missed week 6 and 7 of this year with an unspecified ankle injury, starting the first 5 games 
of the year before injury, returning to only start one after coming back. 4th year in 

defensive coordinator Don “Wink” Martindale’s system, which utilizes a hybrid 3-4 that 

plays 4 down at times. Martindale is a heavy blitzer, who deploys a variety of overload 
blitzes and sim pressures out of many different fronts, while disguising coverage and 

rotating players all over the field in the back end. Generally played some form of MOFC 
coverage, with heavy use of 3 deep zones, while blitzing more than 50% of the snaps in 

2019. Onwuasor converted from safety in college and played on all three downs over the 

course of games he started. Aligned primarily stack A or walked up into the A-gap as a 
blitzer, with some use stacked over the tackle or on ball as edge blitzer.

BODY TYPE / AA
Adequate height and marginal weight, he possesses a thick, muscular upper body, with a 

narrow and thin lower body. Solid arm length and hand size, he is a solid athlete with solid 

foot speed, balance, hip fluidity and adequate explosiveness, quickness and agility. 

As underneath Zone defender, displayed solid recognition of shallow crossers with necessary foot speed and

length to work downhill and get connected, carrying route through to flat. Quick processor melting to QB to

break on routes in front of him appropriately, with very good pursuit angles taken when flowing downhill. Able
to Man good speed TE’s on vertical routes with solid consistency, demonstrating the necessary hip fluidity to

open up and foot speed to remain in phase throughout the route. Displayed solid ball skills with back to the ball,
raking hands through the catch point with violence and timing to disrupt the catch, and solid tracking of the ball

when he gets his head around. Possesses solid long stride speed, with very good maintenance of leverage in

pursuit from Zone responsibility to eliminate cutback angles working into tackle. Good phone booth and space
tackler when working downhill with solid knee bend and hip uncoiling into contact to deliver solid blow with

good wrap and roll to avoid broken tackles.

CAREER INFORMATION
Games Played

57
Games Started

32

POSITIVES IN RUN GAME

POSITIVES IN  PASS GAME

SCHEME FIT

STRENGTHS
Mental Processing to Sift Through Trash/ Hand Usage & Upper Body Power in Block 

Deconstruction/ Pursuit Angles & Tackling

INJURIES

Mike, Will, Sam

3-4 man match scheme with ball fits, to prevent covering grass.

2016-2018 No injuries, 2019-Ankle (unspecified) wk 6-7

KEY STATS

EXPOSURES

WEAKNESSES

Portland State (ORPS)

Games Won

Zone Awareness & Instincts/ COD to Mirror Routes in Space/ Processing of Block Types 
and Play Speed on Gap Concepts

PROJECTION Backup Will in 4-3 man match scheme that allows him to play fast, use length and solid AA 
to reroute receivers and carry routes to safeties. Ball run fits will allow him  to flow without 
processing through concept, and leverage spatial awareness with good pursuit angles to 

effectively make tackles into the boundary. 

2019: @MIA 9/8, vs ARI 9/15, @KC 9/22, vs CLE 9/29, @PIT 10/6

19
Winning %

59%
Positions Started

MEASURABLES

Pro Position(s)

LB
DOB (Age)

8-22-92 (27)
Scout Name (Last, First) 

2019- Played 48% of teams defensive snaps, up from 42% of teams snaps in 2018. 3 sacks 

in 2019, after 5.5 in 2018, with 63 blitz attempts in 2019 after 43 in 2018 and 9 pressures 

(14.2%). Allowed 30 completions on 34 targets in 2019 (PFR) with an average of 14.1 

yards allowed per completion. 8.6% missed tackles in 2019 down from 13.2% in 2018 and 
64 combined tackles in 2019. 
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